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Reading Com
m

unity
There are as m

any w
ays to m

anage a reading
classroom

 as there are reading teachers, but
no approach is as successful as the research-
proven Reader’s W

orkshop m
odel. Reader’s

W
orkshop im

proves student m
otivation and

helps teachers differentiate instruction
through conferences and flexible grouping.

Reading Process
Everyone know

s that reading is a process but
no one seem

s to know
 w

hat that process is or
how

 to describe it in sim
ple language teachers

can use to guide instruction. And yet, under-
standing how

 readers turn sym
bols into

sounds, sounds into m
eaning, and m

eaning
into know

ledge is vital to effective instruction.

1
2

Reading Connections
Reading is a part of every subject across the
curriculum

; it’s a fundam
ental w

ay students
acquire inform

ation in school. W
hen everyone

shares the sam
e reading strategies, student

learning increases and teacher w
orkload de-

clines. This also allow
s content area teachers

to cover m
ore curriculum

 in less tim
e.

6
Reading Strategies

H
ow

 do good readers read? W
hat techniques

do they use to solve the problem
s they en-

counter in the texts they read each day? These
are the m

ost im
portant questions teachers of

reading have to answ
er because this is the

m
ost im

portant inform
ation their students

need to be successful in school and in life.

3

Reading Q
uality

H
ow

 do w
e define quality reading? And how

do w
e com

m
unicate the essential traits of

reading proficiency to students so they can
m

onitor their ow
n progress? H

igh-quality au-
thentic assessm

ent tools, tied directly to spe-
cific teaching techniques, are critical for docu-
m

enting grow
th and guiding instruction.

5
Reading A

pplications
To becom

e real readers, students m
ust read

real texts and m
aster the sam

e form
s read by

literate adults in the w
orld outside of school.

H
igh-quality, strategy-based instruction in au-

thentic, w
hole form

s of reading, as opposed to
w

orkbook exercises based on excerpts from
basals and fiction anthologies, is critical.

4

W
riting Process

W
riting is a process and in order to becom

e
good at it, students need to know

 w
hat that

process is and how
 to m

ove through it effi-
ciently and effectively. To develop confidence
and com

petence, students need to publish
w

riting on a regular basis, w
ith special atten-

tion paid to revision and editing.

W
riting Com

m
unity

W
ith over 30 years of research and a w

ealth of
professional literature to support it, W

riter’s
W

orkshop has em
erged as the best m

anage-
m

ent system
 for classroom

 teaching. N
o other

approach has proven m
ore effective at helping

teachers differentiate instruction and develop
an environm

ent w
here all learners succeed.

2
1

W
riting Strategies

W
riting is full of problem

s: W
hat do I w

rite
about? H

ow
 do I start? D

o I have enough detail?
W

hat’s m
y m

ain idea? H
ow

 do I revise? And the
list goes on. To be successful, students m

ust
identify and anticipate com

m
on w

riting chal-
lenges and choose appropriate techniques to
deal w

ith issues independently as they arise.

3
W

riting Connections
Because w

ritten language is the m
edium

 to
m

aster in the Inform
ation Age, connecting

w
riting w

ith all subjects across the curriculum
is essential. The connection w

ith reading is es-
pecially im

portant because reading and w
rit-

ing are com
plem

entary aspects of the sam
e

process of literate com
m

unication.

6

W
riting Applications

To becom
e real w

riters, students m
ust m

aster
real form

s of w
riting, the sam

e form
s used by

literate adults and professional w
riters in the

real w
orld outside of school. H

igh-quality,
strategy-based instruction in authentic, w

hole
form

s of w
riting, not just paragraph and sen-

tence w
riting activities, is critical.

4
W

riting Q
uality

To be good w
riters, students need to know

w
hat good w

riting is. To learn this, w
e m

ust
show

 them
 m

odels of good w
riting and teach

them
 a language of quality that m

atches our
society’s standards for excellence. Students

m
ust also learn to assess their w

ork w
ith accu-

racy and to set goals for their im
provem

ent.

5

W
riting

Reading

The Integrated Literacy
TM  Instructional Fram

ew
orkO

w
nership

Acknow
ledging the

connection betw
een

choices, results, and
responsibility.

Ow
12

Choice
Allow

ing students to select
from

 a reasonable range of
responsible options in
appropriate situations.

Ch
11

M
odeling

D
oing w

hat w
e expect our

students to do and
telling them

 how
 w

e do it
w

hile w
e do it.

M
o

10

Explicitness
Stating our expectations
clearly and explaining to

students how
 w

e w
ill help

them
 succeed.

Ex
9

D
ifferentiation

D
esigning instruction that
affords each student an

equal opportunity to
achieve legitim

ate success.

Di
8

Authenticity
Real things done the w

ay
real people really do them

for real reasons that
really m

atter.

Au
7

Connections
Im

portant ideas that
integrate the curricu-

lum
 in m

eaningful and
intuitive w

ays.

Cx
6

Q
uality

Standards of excellence
consistent w

ith our best
values and our highest

aspirations.

Qu
5

Applications
The tasks students pursue

to gain experience,
apply know

ledge, and
dem

onstrate skill.

Ap
4

Strategies
Efficient and reliable

techniques students use to
solve the problem

s they
encounter.

St
3

Process
A practical structure

that guides students in the
successful com

pletion of
their w

ork.

Pr
2

Com
m

unity
A cooperative classroom

environm
ent w

here
students feel accepted,

included, and safe.

Co
1
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The Elem
ents of Effective Instruction

CO
M

M
U

N
ITY

A cooperative classroom
 environm

ent
w

here students feel accepted, includ-
ed, and safe. Learning is a social activi-
ty; we learn from

 the com
pany we

keep. O
ur first duty as teachers is to

keep the com
pany in our classroom

s
friendly, supportive, and inviting of the
risk-taking learning requires.

PRO
CESS

A practical structure that guides stu-
dents in the successful com

pletion of
their w

ork. The key to producing a
good product is to use a good process.
It’s not enough to show kids what to
do; we have to show them

 how to do it,
too. And that m

eans introducing them
to processes that scaffold their success.

STRATEG
IES

Efficient and reliable techniques stu-
dents use to solve the problem

s they
encounter. A strategy is a set of steps a
learner can use to solve a problem

.
Learning is full of problem

s. O
ur obli-

gation is to teach students, regardless
of their ability, the best strategies suc-
cessful people use to solve them

.

Co
1Pr
2St
3

APPLICATIO
N

S
The tasks students pursue to gain ex-
perience, apply know

ledge, and dem
-

onstrate skill. W
e all learn best by do-

ing things; experience is our greatest
teacher. The assignm

ents we give m
ust

be chosen not for the ease with which
their results can be m

easured, but for
their potential to help students learn.

Q
UA

LITY
Standards of excellence consistent
w

ith our best values and our highest
aspirations. W

e m
ust always be helping

students answer the question “W
hat is

good work?” and connecting their ex-
perience of quality with that of our so-
ciety’s accepted authorities and m

ost
acclaim

ed producers.

CO
N

N
ECTIO

N
S

Im
portant ideas that integrate the cur-

riculum
 in m

eaningful and intuitive
w

ays. W
e do our students a disservice

when we present to them
 a view of the

world characterized by arbitrary aca-
dem

ic divisions that determ
ine what

they m
ay learn and what they m

ay not.
Life is integrated, school should be, too.

Ap
4Qu
5Cx
6

AU
TH

EN
TICITY

Real things done the w
ay real people

really do them
 for real reasons that

really m
atter. Education is preparation

for successful independent adult life in
the world. W

hat is the point of teach-
ing kids to do things in school that no
successful independent adult would
ever do outside of it?

D
IFFEREN

TIATIO
N

D
esigning instruction that affords each

student an equal opportunity to
achieve legitim

ate success. The best
learning occurs at the intersection of
challenge and interest. O

nly by honor-
ing the interests of our students and
challenging each one appropriately can
we help them

 all succeed.

EXPLICITN
ESS

Stating our expectations clearly and
explaining to students how

 w
e w

ill
help them

 succeed. Clear com
m

unica-
tion is essential in the classroom

. W
hen

we ask students to do things, we have
to explain to them

 what we want them
to do, why we want them

 to do it, and
how we know it’s good.

Au
7Di
8Ex
9

M
O

D
ELIN

G
D

oing w
hat w

e expect our students to
do and telling them

 how
 w

e do it w
hile

w
e do it. M

odeling is the best teaching
technique we can use because it takes
advantage of students’ natural capacity
for im

itation. W
hen we explain our ac-

tions as we m
odel, our teaching be-

com
es even m

ore powerful.

CH
O

ICE
Allow

ing students to select from
 a rea-

sonable range of responsible options
in appropriate situations. Life is all
about choices. So while we have our
children in the protective environm

ent
of school, it m

akes sense to let them
experience the power of choice in ways
that will prepare them

 for the future.

O
W

N
ERSH

IP
Acknow

ledging the connection be-
tw

een choices, results, and responsibil-
ity. W

hen learners have no ownership
in their learning, school becom

es
m

eaningless and irrelevant. O
wnership

is the key to helping disengaged stu-
dents transform

 them
selves into self-

m
otivated and self-m

anaging scholars.

M
o

10Ch
11Ow 12
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What Does “Integrated Literacy” Mean?
Part 1 of 4: Applying the Logic of Real Life to Make Teaching and Learning Easier

n school we like to separate things. Every subject has its own well-marked boundaries defined by the concepts we decide
to teach, the materials we use to teach them, and the tasks we assign. Unfortunately, the real world outside of school isn’t

quite as neat and tidy. When we look for things in our live like reading, writing, math, social studies, or science, distinctions
begin to blur, categories break down. It seems that the more we try to classify the knowledge and skills we value in life, the
more integrated life appears.

The problem of school being one way and life being another is nowhere more evident than in the traditional model of
Language Arts. In school, reading and writing are distinct tasks separated sometimes by different class periods and often by
different tasks. We read novels but write essays. We read the Classics but write about the contemporary. We immerse our
students in poetry for its artistic and cultural value but expect them to master the prosaic skills of functional business and
academic prose.

Integrated Literacy is different. Through a thoughtful reorganization of the traditional Language Arts curriculum, it seeks
to restore the normal state of affairs in the learning lives of children and their teachers by affirming that reading and writing
are not separate skills but reciprocal processes defining the single skill of literate communication. The more school reflects
this reality, and the logic of life in the world, the easier our teaching becomes and the better our students perform.

I

 INTEGRATED STRATEGIES
Writing strategies used for comprehension in reading; read-
ing strategies used for revision in writing. Writers become
readers when they revise; readers become writers when they
analyze and respond. Why not take advantage of this and
teach appropriately? All authentic writing strategies can
serve as effective reading comprehension strategies, thus
giving students twice as much time to learn while teachers
have only half as much to teach.

 INTEGRATED FORMS
Students reading the same text forms we want them to mas-
ter as writers. 90% of what students study in traditional Lan-
guage Arts curricula revolves around fiction, drama, and po-
etry. But the literate tasks we pursue in the world outside of
school are more likely to involve non-fiction reading and
writing. To prepare students appropriately, we must allow
them to study in school, during both reading and writing,
the same authentic text forms they will need in life.

 INTEGRATED ASSIGNMENTS
Authentic tasks that exercise reading, writing, and critical
thinking skills simultaneously across the curriculum. One of
the best things about teaching Language Arts is that reading
and writing apply to every subject. That means we can use a
wide variety of content to stimulate literacy learning. With
content-neutral strategies, we can even allow students to se-
lect their own subject matter and still be assured that they
will be involved in disciplined and valuable learning.

 INTEGRATED ASSESSMENTS
A single system, for both reading and writing, used by teach-
ers to assess students and by students to assess themselves.
Why should teachers assess students with one set of tools
and give students another set with which to assess them-
selves? Why should we deal with rubrics for every new as-
signment that comes up? In order for assessment to be valu-
able, it must be simple enough for everyone to understand
and fast enough for anyone to use any time they need it.

 INTEGRATED STRUCTURE
Shared classroom procedures based on a symmetrical model
of Reader’s and Writer’s Workshop. Students need thoughtful
consistency. Why should they spend time and energy learn-
ing a new set of procedures and expectations that change
with each unit they study? When teachers create a work-
shop-style environment where procedures for the writing
classroom mirror those of reading, management becomes
easier and student participation improves.

 INTEGRATED PHILOSOPHY
A consistent set of beliefs that apply to both reading and
writing. Traditionally, in the Language Arts, we have offered
a confused curriculum. We read together but write individu-
ally. We follow a textbook in reading but follow our whim in
writing. Students learn better when teachers operate out of
a consistent set of beliefs regarding what good reading and
writing look like, what good readers and writer do, and how
these things should be taught.
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What Does “Integrated Literacy” Mean?
Part 2 of 4: Integrating Reading and Writing Through Shared Strategies

uch of the information we encounter when we read has a narrative component. Narrative forms are also common
when we write. The ability to summarize ideas in sequence is also a key thinking skill. With one solid strategy, taught

in both reading and writing, we can help students master any information that is organized sequentially.
M
 READING
Using the Transition-Action-Details
strategy to summarize information
from a textbook. In this example, a
student is creating a summary of in-
formation from a textbook chapter
on the origins of the conflict in the
Middle East. The Transition-Action-
Details strategy can be used to sum-
marize any kind of information. It’s
perfect for plot summaries in fiction,
historical events in Social Studies,
the stages of a scientific process, the
steps in a math problem, and all
types of procedural writing.

Transition Action Details

 WRITING
Using the Transition-Action-Details
strategy to organize the events in a
personal essay. In this example, a
student is using the Transition-Ac-
tion-Details strategy to pre-write a
narrative essay. The Transition-Ac-
tion-Details strategy works for all
forms of narrative writing including
personal essay, fiction, biography,
and anything where the writer needs
to recount a sequence of events. It’s
also perfect for technical writing
where lists of instructions are re-
quired.

Transition Action Details

I went on vacation with my family
to the ocean.

On the third day,
I was walking with my dog along
a cliff overlooking the beach
below.

We saw a small animal scurry
under some rocks.

My dog ran after the animal and
jumped over the rocks to try to
get it.

I tried to reach over the rocks to
pull him up.

I ran after him, looked over the
edge of the cliff, and found him
clinging to some brush hanging
by his paws.

Last summer,

• We go almost every year.
• It’s fun because there’s a lot to do.
• I get to do a lot of exploring with
my dog.

• About 75 feet up from the beach.
• On a path with trees and brush
and big piles of rocks by the edge.

• It startled me at first but then I
realized that it was probably more
afraid of us than we were of it.
• I just kept on walking.

• He likes to chase things.
• I was amazed at how fast he ran.
• He got close to the rocks but
didn’t stop. He just went right over.

As we got up to the highest point
on the cliff,

All of a sudden,

• I was so scared.
• I thought he’d gone over the cliff
and had fallen all the way down.
• He looked scared, too.

• I grabbed a piece of the branch
and pulled him up with it.
• I just kept telling him to hold on.
• He was just as scared as I was.

At first I didn’t know what to do.
Then,

[ No Transition ]

Great Britain ended up
administering Palestine.

In 1917, at the urging of Zionist
groups in England,

The British issued the Balfour
Declaration.

Many Jews immigrated to
Palestine.

The UN proposed splitting
Palestine into two states.

Israel came to occupy the
remaining territory of Palestine.

Israel declared its independence.

When the Ottoman Empire
collapsed at the end of World
War I,

• League of Nations’ Mandate
System.
• League Covenant Article 22.

The declaration expressed support
for “the establishment in Palestine
of a national home for the Jewish
people.”

• Mostly from Eastern Europe.
• Fleeing Nazi persecution in the
1930s.

• One state for Palestinian Arabs,
the other for Jews.
• Jerusalem internationalized.
• Resolution 181 of 1947.

During the years of the Mandate,
1922-1947,

In 1947,

• Israel attacked by Arab nations.
• Won war and 75% of Palestine.
• Half the population of Palestin-
ians left or were thrown out.

• The West Bank was formerly
under Jordanian control.
• The Gaza Strip was controlled by
Egypt.

In 1967, as a result of the Six Day
War,

In 1948,
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What Does “Integrated Literacy” Mean?
Part 3 of 4: Integrating Fiction and Non-Fiction Through a Unified Model of Comprehension

any students who read literature relatively well perform poorly when reading non-fiction outside of Language Arts.
One reason for this is a disparity in teaching methods: we use one approach for fiction and a completely different ap-

proach for non-fiction. By integrating strategic comprehension instruction with a single set of strategies that can be used for
both fiction and non-fiction texts, we help students leverage their strengths to address their weaknesses.

 FICTION
Using the “Read Like a
Reader” and “Read Like a
Writer” strategies to ana-
lyze fiction. In this exam-
ple, a student is creating a
structured response to a
short story using a set of
twelve reading strategies.
On the reader’s side, we
focus on understanding
the message the writer is
trying to put across.

M

Eddie Takes Off
Eddie had always been able to fly, but it wasn’t until his fifth birth-

day party that he realized that it would turn out to be a bit of a social
problem. Until that embarrassing day on the Johnsons’ lawn, Eddie’s
parents had treated his airborne peculiarity as something of a child-
ish whim. “Boy’s gotta stretch out, learn what he can do,” said his fa-
ther. “I just worry that he’ll hurt himself, you know, bump into the ceil-
ing or get his eye poked out by a bird, I don’t know...” said his mother.
For the young Eddie, flying was just another discovery about his de-
veloping body, like learning that he could reach out his arm and ring
the bell on his cradle railing, or finding that he loved the taste of peas.
The first time his parents came into the nursery and found Eddie hov-
ering a foot or two off the floor it came as a bit of a shock. But, after all,
parents are forever discovering special little things about their chil-
dren. Eddie’s mother thought that perhaps they should take their son
to see a specialist, but his father vetoed the idea. “It’s not like anything’s
wrong with him, and I don’t want him getting a complex about it.”

Question: Is this a fantasy
story where people have spe-
cial powers? If Eddie can real-
ly fly, why aren’t his parents
more freaked out about it?

Predict: I think Eddie’s flying
is going to get him in trouble.

Infer: Eddie’s parents seem
strange. They don’t sound
like real people, more like
characters from a TV show.

Connect: This reminds me of
Harry Potter and X-men.

Feel: I feel sorry for Eddie. I
think he’s going to be lonely
because people aren’t going
to understand him.

Evaluate: I think the begin-
ning is good. This is the kind
of story I like: realistic but
with something weird in it.

Ideas: A flying baby boy in a
realistic setting, is cool.

Organization: The opening
is great. The author has us
wondering about Eddie’s fly-
ing ability, his parents’
strange reaction, and the
embarrassing incident.

Voice: The author’s voice is
light-hearted and playful,
just like a flying baby boy.

Word Choice: The phrase
“airborne peculiarity” in the
second sentence is great.

Sentence Fluency: The
longer sentences sound
smooth.

Conventions: Normally,
when quoting characters in a
story, you start a new para-
graph for each new speaker.

READ LIKE A READER READ LIKE A WRITER

 NON-FICTION
Using the “Read Like a
Reader” and “Read Like a
Writer” strategies to ana-
lyze non-fiction. In this
example, the same student
is using the same strate-
gies to analyze a non-fic-
tion newspaper article. On
the writer’s side, we focus
on how the writer is put-
ting across the message. In
particular, we look for
writing techniques that
improve the quality of the
piece so we can learn
those techniques and ap-
ply them in our own writ-
ing.

A Miracle Revised
 Measuring Success; Gains in Houston Schools: How Real Are They?

As a student at Jefferson Davis High here, Rosa Arevelo seemed the
‘’Texas miracle’’ in motion. After years of classroom drills, she passed the
high school exam required for graduation on her first try. A program of
college prep courses earned her the designation ‘’Texas scholar.’’

At the University of Houston, though, Ms. Arevelo discovered the dis-
tance between what Texas public schools called success and what she
needed to know. Trained to write five-paragraph ‘’persuasive essays’’ for
the state exam, she was stumped by her first writing assignment. She
failed the college entrance exam in math twice, even with a year of re-
medial algebra. At 19, she gave up and went to trade school.

‘’I had good grades in high school, so I thought I could do well in
college,’’ Ms. Arevelo said. ‘’I thought I was getting a good education.’’

In recent years, Texas has trumpeted the academic gains of Ms. Arev-
elo and millions more students largely on the basis of a state test, the
Texas Assessment of Academic Skills, or TAAS. As a presidential candi-
date, Texas’s former governor, George W. Bush, contended that Texas’s
methods of holding schools responsible for student performance had
brought huge improvements in passing rates and remarkable strides in
eliminating the gap between white and minority children.

The claims catapulted Houston’s superintendent, Rod Paige, to Wash-
ington as education secretary and made Texas a model for the country.
The education law signed by President Bush in January 2002, No Child
Left Behind, gives public schools 12 years to match Houston’s success
and bring virtually all children to academic proficiency.

But an examination of the performance of students in Houston by
The New York Times raises serious doubts about the magnitude of those
gains. Scores on a national exam that Houston students took alongside
the Texas exam from 1999 to 2002 showed much smaller gains and fall-
ing scores in high school reading.

Question: How does the Tex-
as test compare to other
state tests in terms of how
hard it is? How do states de-
cide how hard to make their
tests?

Predict: Texas will be shown
to have one of the easiest
tests in the country.

Connect: Many articles are
coming out now talking
about how states are making
their tests easier so more kids
will pass.

Infer: George Bush and Rod
Paige benefited from all the
talk about improvements in
Texas schools. But those im-
provements weren’t real.

Feel: I’m angry. I don’t ‘think
the kids in Texas are getting a
fair deal. They think they’re
getting a good education,
but they’re not.

Evaluate: This is a good arti-
cle on a very important topic.
The writer has done a good
job of backing up his ideas
with specific examples.

Ideas: Saying that the five-
paragraph essay is the prob-
lem is a great detail because
everyone can  relate to it.

Organization: Starting with
a story about a girl who is an
example of the main idea is a
good technique because it
draws us into her story and
makes us care.

Voice: The writer mixes the
objective  voice of a news
story with the more personal
voice of feature writing.

Word Choice: The phrase
“After years of classroom
drills” and the writer’s choice
to put “Texas scholar” and
“persuasive essays” in quota-
tion marks tells us these
things aren’t real.

Sentence Fluency: I like the
alliteration in phrases like
“Texas miracle in motion” and
“discovered the distance.”

Conventions: In the head-
line, the use of the semicolon
in the same phrase with a co-
lon is very unusual.

READ LIKE A READER READ LIKE A WRITER

The “Read Like a Writer” strategies are based on the Six Trait
assessment model providing further integration with writing.
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What Does “Integrated Literacy” Mean?
Part 4 of 4: Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum Through Shared Writing Strategies

ids need to think critically in every subject they study. But rarely do we show them a single strategy that can be used in
any situation where critical thinking skills are required. The What-Why-How strategy is unique in this regard. As a

template for complex logic, and an all-purpose tool for higher-level analysis, it is unrivaled in its simplicity and effectiveness.

 PERSUASIVE ESSAY
Using the  What-Why-How strategy to
pre-write a persuasive essay. In this
example, a student is using the What-
Why-How strategy to plan out a per-
suasive essay in response to the
prompt: “Some kids get allowance,
some don’t. Some get a little, others
get a lot. Explain how you feel about
allowance and try to convince your
readers that you’re right.” Once the
essay has been blocked out on the
chart, writing it up is easy. For an es-
say with a very basic organizational
structure, the writer can simply “write
across the rows” with each row turn-
ing into a logically organized para-
graph automatically.

What How

Some kids have so much money
that it really isn’t good for them.

Some kids get money just for
doing normal stuff or for not
getting in trouble.

Sometimes parents take away
their kid’s allowance and the kid
doesn’t think it’s fair.

Allowance is a good way for kids to
learn about money.

Allowance works out better
when parents think carefully
about how much their kids
should get, what they get it
for, and what they can spend
it on.

A kid in my class gets $50 a week
and he’s always bragging about
how much money he has

Our neighbors give their kids
money just to stop being bad. But
it doesn’t make them any nicer.

My mom took away my allowance
once because I didn’t clean my
room but I just forgot to do it.

I save some of my allowance every
week so I can buy something really
special.

 HISTORY TEST
Using the What-Why-How strategy to
answer an essay question on a Social
Studies test. In this example, a stu-
dent is using the What-Why-How
strategy to respond to the following
essay question on a U.S. History test:
“Was Abraham Lincoln really as hon-
est as his nickname suggests?”

What Why How

While campaigning for the presi-
dency, he told northern voters he
favored racial equality. But while
campaigning in the South he told
voters there that he supported
the idea of whites being superior
to blacks.

Lincoln was honest about many
things in his life but he was not
always honest about the difficult
subjects of slavery and race rela-
tions in America, especially while
he was running for president.
Like many politicians, Lincoln
was good at telling people what
they wanted to hear.

“Let us discard all quibbling about
this man and the other man, this
race and that race and the other
race being inferior, and therefore
they must be placed in an inferior
position.”
—Speech in Chicago, July 1858

“...while they do remain together
[blacks and whites] there must be
the position of superior and inferior,
and I as much as any other man am
in favor of having the superior posi-
tion assigned to the white race.”
—Speech in Charleston, Sept 1858

 READING RESPONSE
Using the  What-Why-How strategy to
support an inference in a work of fic-
tion. In this example, a student is
making an inference about the par-
ents of a little boy who has suddenly
started flying around the house. In
the “How” column, the student has
noted the two passages upon which
her inference is based.

What Why How
They speak in clichés. They sound
like people on a cartoon or in a
sitcom. They don’t seem very
smart or responsible.

Eddie’s parents seem a little
strange. They don’t react to their
son’s ability to fly in the way I
think normal parents would act.

“Boy’s gotta stretch out, learn what
he can do,” said his father. “I just
worry that he’ll hurt himself, you
know, bump into the ceiling or get
his eye poked out by a bird, I don’t
know...,” said his mother. (page 3)

and
... his father vetoed the idea. “It’s
not like anything’s wrong with him,
and I don’t want him getting a
complex about it.” (page 4)

K
Why

What do you think?
This is the writer’s opinion, thesis,
or main idea. By creating extra
rows in the “What” column, writ-
ers can support multiple thesis
statements.

Why do you think it?
These are the reasons the writer
holds the particular opinion, the-
sis, or main idea in the “What” col-
umn. Three to six reasons are usu-
ally sufficient for a strong essay.

How do you know?
These are supporting details. In
research writing, these are the ci-
tations. In a lab report, this is data
from an experiment. In a reading
response, it’s a quote from 
.
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Picnic Point Elementary School
Besting the Testing Without Over-Investing

In the spring of 2001, Teaching That Makes Sense was invited to work with Picnic Point Elementary
School in Mukilteo, WA. The task was to help the school make significant progress on the Washington
Assessment of Student Learning. On a budget of less than $10,000 over two years (for both training
and materials), we helped the school make great gains.

Test Score Success was No Fluke, Says Picnic Point Principal
Mukilteo Beacon Newspaper, Pages 18-20, Mukilteo, WA, September 18, 2002

    Last week was a fun time to be a part of Picnic Point Elementary School.
    The WASL (Washington Assessment of Student Learning) results were released and the school logged

record jumps in math and writing scores.
    This time last year, it was a different story.
    Pressure to raise WASL results was increasing, but Picnic Point’s writing scores were going down.

Results affected by training in TTMS teaching strategies.

(Seven-Year Test Score Trend on the Washington Assessment of Student Learning)
SOURCE: WASHINGTON STATE SCHOOL REPORT CARD

Picnic Point Elementary School

http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/



    There was a sharp decline from 1997 to 1998, followed by a steady erosion each year thereafter. After
the school hit an all-time low last year with just 23.2 percent of students meeting the standard, principal
Lora Wilson knew things had to change.

    “We started looking seriously at our writing program in the fall
of 2000 to determine why our efforts up to that point had been un-
successful,” Wilson said. “It was then that we decided we couldn’t do
different things in different classrooms and make any headway.”

    Wilson and her colleagues looked at several programs and de-
cided on “Writing That Makes Sense,” a writer’s workshop-based ap-
proach designed by Steve Peha of Teaching That Makes Sense, an
education consulting company in Seattle, WA.

    “Writer’s Workshop is a philosophy and a classroom manage-
ment system; it’s not just a set of lessons. The essence of workshop-
style teaching — what makes it ‘workshop’ as opposed to traditional
— is not so much in what you teach, but how you teach it,” Peha
said. “It’s all about the way you relate to your students in the class-
room and teaching based on their needs.”

    Yes, the days of writing 500-word essays on the history of tooth-
picks are over.

    “The kids choose their own topics,” fourth grade teacher Sharon Feather said. “And when they’re
writing about themselves, it seems they never run out of information.”

    The kids notice the difference, too. First grader teacher Joy Jacobsen said, “One little boy told me at the
end of the year that he had become an author. He sees himself as a writer now, not just a kid.”

    Today, Picnic Point students don’t ask, “How many sentences is my piece supposed to be?” They ask
questions like, “What am I trying to say? What will my audience want to know? Is this a good lead? Do I have
the right ending?” They read their pieces over and over making sure all the important facts are there rather
than counting each individual word and forcing the paper to fit the assignment.

    “The change in writing instruction from the traditional teacher-directed approach to Writer’s Work-
shop is 180 degrees,” Wilson said.

    Of course, change is never easy. “Slowly trying to incorporate the new with the old for a smooth
transition did not work,” Wilson said. “The teachers who enjoyed the greatest success were those who took
a leap of faith, threw out their old ways, and put the new approach into action.”

    It paid off.
    This year, 64.2% of Picnic Point’s fourth graders met or exceeded the standard, the highest number in

the school’s history, almost triple last year’s results, and well above the state average of 49.5%.
    “With this attention to writing, I’m not surprised our scores went up — I was absolutely confident they

would,” Wilson said.
But as Feather said, it isn’t just about test scores.
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“The ability to write and communicate your thoughts are lifelong skills that students will need long after
they’re finished with school.”

Writing wasn’t the only area where Picnic Point made great gains through better writing. They also
picked up 22% in math. According to the more detailed data supplied by the state, students made significant
gains in communicating concepts and problem solving strategies, two areas of the math test that require
students to write extensively.

“Not only is writing involved in math, but the kids are instinctively organizing their thoughts better in all
of their subjects,” Feather said.

Picnic Point only began working with Steve Peha right before the previous year’s test. “I’ve never seen a
school make so much progress in so little time,” Peha said. “This
just shows what a dedicated group of educators can achieve when
they put the needs of their students first and seek out research-based
best practice methods.”

Wilson said the single most important factor in the school’s suc-
cess was that all teachers are using the same good methods.

“Students don’t have to learn a new set of expectations as they
move between grade levels,” she explained. “And we aren’t wasting
time re-teaching at the beginning of the year. The students remem-
ber what they’ve learned.”

“My students want me to read their work and conference with them
as soon as it’s done,” Feather said. “They’re learning how to critique
their own writing and suggest improvements.”

“Many of our students who used to hate writing now write volun-
tarily at school and even at home,” Wilson said. “They write letters,

they keep journals, they even write during the summer.”
“At first when Steve talked to us about Writer’s Workshop, I thought it would be way too hard for my first

graders,” said first grade teacher Joy Jacobsen. “But it isn’t. They picked it right up.”
And the parents are happy, too. Karen Higman, whose daughter, Kate was in the Ms. Feather’s class, said

she’s seen remarkable improvements in her daughter’s writing skills.
“And the kids who really struggled with writing in the past have gained confidence in themselves and

their abilities,” she said.
“Mrs. Feather is the best teacher I’ve ever had, “ said Kate Higman. “I go back and visit her all the time

this year.”
Karen Higman credits the support of Picnic Point’s administration, along with an active PTA.
“This year we are continuing our focus on writing,” Principal Wilson said. “Our PTA has budgeted

money to help us pay for more consulting time. We are not going to let go of something we have seen to be
so good for our kids.”
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(1) How did the training provided to your school last year help your teachers and students to be
more successful?

As a building we were floundering as we tried to find an approach to improve our writing instruction that
our entire staff could embrace. Steve’s Writing That Makes Sense program looked like something we could
get started with fairly easily. His willingness to do model lessons in our classrooms, meet with teachers and

parents after school hours, and be available online for questions at
all times was the kind of support we needed to make significant chang-
es in a hurry.

By the end of last school year, teachers, students, and parents were
very pleased with what we had accomplished. One veteran teacher
says she will never go back to the old way of teaching writing. Parents
tell me their kids who once hated to write now write at home for fun.
One little first grader thanked her teacher at the end of the year for
“turning me into an author.” Our state standards-based test scores in
writing had been at or below 25% for three years. All of a sudden, we
jumped above 60% — after only 12 months of training. This is suc-
cess on many different levels.

(2) How did the materials provided to your school last year help
your teachers and students to be more successful?

The Writing Strategy Organizer was a wonderful one-page re-
source; it was always at teachers’ fingertips. We copied it and put it in
every student’s writing notebook as well. Students and teachers re-
ferred to it constantly. It was also a handy reference to share with
parents.

I am excited to see Steve’s new writing strategy notebook where
each of the strategies is fleshed out with examples and suggestions
for other applications. This will be a tremendous resource for teach-
ers who want more information. But the one-page strategy organiz-
er was the key! It kept everyone focused on the important goals. We
were literally all on the same page.

Steve’s other organizers — on best practices, writing criteria, writer’s workshop, writing process, etc. —
were also excellent one-page resources. If teachers have to read too much, it won’t get read. Steve includes
the best and leaves out the rest. He gave our teachers something they could read and refer to while they were
teaching. We also used the one-page organizers with parents when explaining the changes we were making
in our writing program and why.
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(3) Of the six areas in the Writing That Makes Sense Program — writing strategies, writer’s work-
shop, writing process, writing criteria, writing forms, writing connections — which one made the
most difference and why?

It was definitely Writer’s Workshop. It was critical that we adopted this approach. If we had taken the
strategies and put them into a traditional scope-and-sequence teaching model, students would not have

been able to experiment with the different strategies in ways that suited
their individual needs.

The writing strategies were also a big help. The strategies are sim-
ple and straight forward, suitable for use at any grade level with only
slight modifications. These are not the typical “cute” graphic orga-
nizers that get kids to write simple paragraphs and formula essays.
Steve’s strategies are applicable to all kinds of authentic writing.

(4) How did the in-classroom demonstrations, particularly the
“test prep” sessions with the 4th grade teachers, help you and
your staff?

These model lessons were invaluable for teachers, those whose
classrooms Steve worked in as well as those teachers we released to
observe. Everyone got to see not only how to present the strategies,
but also how to manage a workshop-style classroom, and how to
take kids all the way through the writing process from pre-writing to
publishing in an efficient way. All teachers commented that this se-
ries of lessons provided a foundation they could build on to take kids through an entire piece. Seeing the
lessons modeled — over several days with same kids working on the same pieces at different stages of the
writing process — was essential.

(5) How did Steve help you personally to be a more effective principal and to move your staff toward
research-based best practice writing instruction?

As a principal, I can provide the leadership, but I have to know where I’m going first. Steve provided the
expertise I needed to set goals, monitor progress, and keep everyone focused.

Steve is frank and honest. He takes suggestions well. He was very flexible in trying to do whatever it took
to accommodate my needs. I appreciated his candor with me when it came down to how to help my school
perform at its best. I very much enjoyed working with him and I hope I can continue to do so.
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